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It may be a controversial observation, but the Brush designed Class 60 heavy freight locomotive was 
the last genuinely British built diesel-electric type.  The locomotive was considered initially as a 
replacement for English Electric’s ageing Class 37 design – but with British Rail sectorisation, and the 
changed Railfreight priorities, a different approach was needed. 

In the late 1980s, a private company, contracted to haul mineral trains ordered and brought to the 
UK, the 2-stroke General Motors Class 59 – it was of course Foster Yeoman.  The design and 
operation of this locomotive was a success, but it was for a niche market, although it brought some 
innovative ideas in its use of technology.  

Before their arrival, BR had produced its main line 
locomotive renewal programme, within which it 
was stated that 750 new freight diesels would be 
needed of between 750 and 2,500hp, with 
delivery from 1990 onwards.  BR also stated it 
would not place orders of less than 100 locos at a 
time, to ensure continuity of production, and 
rolling replacement of older designs. 

Of course, by the late 1980s, both the Class 56 
and 58 freight types – built in Doncaster and 
Romania – had been in service for a few years, 
with the rail industry still suffering from under 
investment across the board.  On the horizon too was the prospect of privatisation, which had 
already had an impact on the railway workshops, individually, and as BR Engineering Ltd. 

So, in 1987, it was perhaps no surprise to learn that BR had issued an invitation to tender (ITT) for a 
new heavy freight locomotive; the Class 60. 

At that time, Britain still had considerable railway engineering capacity – GEC Traction, Brush 
Electrical Machines, etc.  There were also a number of specialist engine builders, including Mirrlees 

of Stockport, who had had a solid 
track record in designing and 
building diesels engines for rail 
traction use. 

British Rail wanted a reliable fleet of 
heavy freight engines in the late 
1980s and issued an Invitation To 
Tender (ITT), which was 
internationally, and of course 
attracted overseas interest from 
General Motors, who could by then 
point to the success of the Class 59. 

After some months of waiting, and the evaluation of tenders, the Department of Transport 
sanctioned the spending of £120 million on a fleet of 100 new freight diesels in 1988. The contract 
was awarded to Brush Electrical Machines of Loughborough, with the first deliveries arriving in June 
1989.   The first of the class No. 60001 was unveiled on 30th June 1989, with due fanfare, and named 
“Steadfast”.   This was just 58 weeks and two days after the contract was placed. 

At the unveiling, British Rail's Director Freight, Colin Driver, made this observation: 

'When we placed this order, there were a great many pundits who doubted that the 
very tough schedule we had placed on the contract could be fulfilled. They have been 
proved wrong. All the team at Brush deserve congratulations on their achievement.’ 

As it turned out, the new locomotives built by Brush, at a cost of £1.2 million each, were the first 
opportunity for B.R. to employ innovation in traction motor drives on a series build of locomotives.  
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Prior to this, traction motor field coils were typically wound in series with the main supply, and to 
improve traction control, and overall efficiency, in the 1980s, locos were fitted with ‘sep-ex’ d.c. 
motors.  In this arrangement the field coils were fed from a separate supply.   The ultimate objective 
for electric transmission was the use of an a.c. motor, but the technology was still evolving at the 
time the Class 60 was produced. 

Design Basics 
Some aspects of the design were trialled on the later members of the Doncaster built Class 58, with 
the electrical equipment provided by Brush, where the alternator design provided the opportunity 
to use the ‘sep-ex’ d.c. traction motors.  A key feature of the performance demands for the new 
Class 60 was the high torque output with considerable loads, such as aggregate and merry-go-round 
coal trains.  Here, sudden changes in adhesion conditions could occur, and rapid correction and 
response needed to avoid, or reduce wheel-slip, which is where the new ‘sep-ex’ d.c. traction 
motors could provide that more effective control. 

Brush had already provided some aspects of the new locos power and electrical systems in both the 
HST, and a tri-bo locomotive for New Zealand.  For New Zealand and for the Class 60, the 
locomotive’s auxiliary alternator provided that separate traction power source. 

  

 

Unlike the Class 58, BR’s last heavy haul locomotive design returned to the Brush monocoque, load 
bearing mechanical structure – this was the company’s ‘traditional’ approach – where the Class 58 
was essentially a couple of longitudinal girders with a body and power equipment ‘on deck’. 

Consultants Jones Garrard, who had been involved with the styling of the class 442 “Wessex 
Electrics”, undertook the design of the class 60, and provided a couple of alternatives. Mock-ups 
were provided of both varieties, inspected by Railfreight personnel and the B.R. Design Panel, and 
after deliberation, the style with a positive rake to the front end was chosen.  The end result was a 
locomotive who’s appearance bore more than a passing resemblance to the ubiquitous Brush Type 4 
/ BR Class 47. 

At the time of the locomotive’s first appearance, the Railway Industry Association published some 
details of the basic design and operational requirements for the Class 60: 

Brush designed mainline electric locomotive with a twin cab, full-bodied configuration with six axle-hung 
nose-suspended traction motors developing 3000kW and mounted in a Bo-Bo-Bo configuration, 

embodying the most modern traction equipment available. 
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“New freight locomotive roll-
out  

Rated at 2.3MW and with a 
maximum tractive effort of 
500kN, the Class 60 will be 
able to haul loads up to 80% 
greater than were previously 
possible with locomotives of 
equivalent installed power , 
even over the most steeply 
graded routes. This is the 
result of the advanced 
microprocessor control system 
and separately excited traction 
motors which enable the Class 
60 to make significantly better 
use of available adhesion 
between wheel and rail.  

British Rail performance 
figures illustrate the dramatic 
advance in traction 

performance achieved with the Class 60. A representative first generation diesel, the 1,305kW Class 
37, could haul a typical maximum load of 30 coal wagons. By 1977, the 2,460kW Class 56 
increased the typical maximum load to 36 wagons. Both of these locomotives are mixed traffic units, 
geared for 130km/hr operation and a maximum adhesion on starting of 23%.  

In contrast, the Class 60, optimised for the heavy-haul role, has a maximum speed of lOOkrn/hr 
and is designed to operate at 35% adhesion. As a result, the typical maximum train length has 
increased to 63 coal wagons - a gross trailing load of 3,000 tonnes.  

Further British Rail statistics illustrate Class 60 capability in everyday terms. It would need around 
80 heavy lorries to carry the payload handled by a single Class 60 locomotive. During their 40-year 
working life, the 100 Class 60 locomotives will move 2,000 million tonnes of raw materials, 
equivalent to 25 times the mass of Britain's tallest mountain.” 

In terms of its potential, the design had a lot of expectations riding on it, alongside the view that bulk 
haulage of loads in the UK would continue for the foreseeable future.  

 

  

60015 Bow Fell in Railfreight grey livery with Transrail branding 
hauling a freight train through Cardiff General in 1996 

Photo: Murgatroyd49 - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=78385895 
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Leading Dimensions 

  

Gauge 4' 8 1/2" 

Wheel arrangement Co-Co 

Maximum service speed 60 m.p.h. 

Length over buffers 70' 0'" 

Overall width 8' 8" 

Overall height 13' 0" 

Bogie wheelbase 13ft 6ins 

Bogie pivot centres 42ft 8 1/2ins 

Overall wheelbase 50' 2 1/2" 

Wheel diameter 3' 8" 

Weight (in working order) 127 tons 

Maximum tractive effort 106.500lb 

Diesel Engine Mirrlees MB275T 

Max. Continuous output 3,100 hp 

Cylinders; Number. 8 

Bore x stroke 10.8ins x 12ins 

Traction motors; Six Brush Type TM2161A, axle hung, 
nose suspended 

Final drive Single reduction spur gearing 

Main alternator Brush type BA1006A 

 

Power and Control  

The heart of the Class 60 was a Mirrlees Blackstone MB275T 8-cylinder 4-stroke diesel engine, 
developing 3,100hp (2,300kW).  Brush and Mirrlees were at by that time part of the Hawker Siddley 
Group, and the engine offered by Brush was effectively an ‘in-house’ design, which already had 
history with BR.  The six-cylinder version had been through the BR Type Approval Test, and was 
already running in the Class 37 locomotives, as Class 37/9, so its performance was known. 

The conversions were carried out in 1986 and involved Class 37 locos numbered 37124, 37148, 
37150 and 37249, which were renumbered 37901-4.  They were fitted with the Brush alternator in a 
layout for the proposed Class 38, and for comparison with another pair of Class 37s  (37136/206), 
fitted with the Ruston RK270, which were renumbered 37905/6. 

The successful Mirrlees engine design had actually appeared in 1979, when the first production 
engines of the MB275 type were built with a 275 mm bore.  The company had already had some 
involvement with BR, when in 1957 an order was placed with Brush Electrical Machines for the Type 
2 A1A-A1A locomotives, powered by a Mirrlees, Bickerton & Day 1,250hp engine (D5500-19).  
These were supplemented by an uprated version, sporting a Mirrlees National JVS12T, V Type, 12 
cylinder, turbocharged, 4-stroke engine, rated at 1,365 bhp at 900 rev/min (D5520-5862).  Sadly, 
these prime movers were not a success, and the entire class was re-engined between 1964 and 1965 
with English Electric 12SVT diesels. 
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Mirrlees has a fascinating history in itself, and over time from Glasgow to Stockport and Stamford, 
Lincolnshire, brought together a number of famous names in the diesel engineering – or, as Britain 
would have them described ‘oil-engine’ manufacturers.  The Lincolnshire plant is still in business, 
under a new name. 
In the Class 60 Mirrlees engine, Brush/Hawker-Siddeley had a winning formula, with one of the most 
fuel-efficient engines available at the time (189g of fuel per kWhr). 

Paired with the engine was a slip-ring main alternator with rotating diodes to rectify the current 
from the exciter, in an arrangement also used by Brush for the High Speed Train and Class 58.  This 
was in contrast to the company’s normal practice of using a brushless alternator, with the new 
arrangement enabling a faster response to changes in output demand, so that when operating with 
high power output and tractive effort, any sudden change in adhesion could be managed. 

 

Bodywork 

On the mechanical front, the fabrication of the Class 60 bodies was awarded to Procor of 
Wakefield, who had been busy building wagons for over a century, and in fact had a history going 
back to Charles Roberts in the 1850s, and moved to the Horbury Junction works in 1873. 

In 1974, Charles Roberts & Co. Ltd. was taken over by the Canadian firm Procor, who continued to 
build wagons at the Horbury site, and the business was renamed Procor Engineering Ltd.  The Class 
60 bodyshells were fabricated initially under the Procor name at Horbury, but in 1990 the company 
was acquired by Bombardier, and renamed "Bombardier Prorail". 

The greater part of Procor Engineering 
activities at the time was in wagon building, 
supplying many of BR’s freight wagons, and 
alongside, the company was subcontracted to 
weld up the new locomotive bodies.  All the 
Class 60 body shells were finish-painted 
externally and internally, but without any 
glazing, which were then transported to 
Loughborough and Brush, for final assembly.   

The work at Horbury Junction also included 
bodyshells for the new Channel Tunnel 
shuttle locomotives (Class 92) – another 
recent contract win for Brush – and as a 
consequence, the shuttle locomotive bodies were very much the same as the Class 60. 
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In fact, the Bombardier Prorail plant at Horbury Junction continued to build the mechanical portions 
of locomotives and rolling stock into the early 2000s, including the Bombardier “Voyager” series.  
Sadly the Horbury Junction factory’s association with railway engineering came to an end in 2005, 
when the works was closed, and the site turned over to a new business Edison & Wanless, for 
manufacturing tanks.  The new fabrication activities on the site include manufacture of oil, water and 
air tight tanks in mild steel, stainless steel and aluminium, for petrochemical, offshore, marine, and 
general industrial applications. 

 

 

 

Bogies and Running gear 

Notwithstanding the 27-year age gap, the 
Brush Type 4 (Class 47) body design was 
adapted to meet the needs of the new heavy 
freight type, and supported on 3-axle bogies 
similar to the innovative 2-axle design used 
on the New Zealand Railways locomotives 
supplied by Brush.  The bogies were 
fabricated at Loughborough, with all the 
under surfaces of the assembly finish 
machined to enable the mounting of traction 
motors, brake gear and sanding equipment. 

Having won an order for 100 of these 
locomotives, Brush had created a purpose 
built assembly shop, where the Procor 
bodyshells were received, and fitted with 
pre-fabricated pipe runs and wiring looms, 
before mounting on the bogies. 

The six Brush Type TM2161A traction motors were mounted in the conventional manner, hung around 
the axle, and driving the wheels through single reduction spur gears - the familiar ‘nose suspended’ 

Class 60 bodies being built at the Procor works, in Horbury.  Photo: L.A. Nixon 
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approach.  The armatures were connected in parallel, with their field coils supplied by a six-phase 
output from the auxiliary alternator.  This arrangement was intended to simplify the control system, 
and benefited from the experience of operating the 'improvised' Class 58 sepex system, including 
software developed for the microprocessor. (Or, as we might say today, the on-board computer 
systems.)  It was this software that needed further work, following the pre-operational testing of the 
class. 

Operations 

The Class 60 was ordered at the time British Rail began its ‘restructuring’, and introduced the 
various business sectors; InterCity, Provincial, Network Southeast and Railfreight.  For the freight 
sector, there were further subdivisions, which included Trainload Freight, Railfreight 
Distribution and Rail Express Systems sectors.  The Class 60 was intended for the Trainload Freight 
sector, which as the name implied covered bulk train loads of oil, minerals, coal, etc. 

Following the handover in 1989, the locos were sent for intensive type approval testing and 
development running, before delivery to their depots.  This type testing and commissioning was 
undertaken at Mickleover and Old Dalby test tracks, along with running on main lines to specific 
locations for special tests.  

Under testing, and before they were accepted by Trainload Freight problems were found that 
needed a solution before they could be put to work.  These initial troubles included key 
components such as modification to the axlebox suspension and the changes to the cylinder head 
design of the Mirrlees engines.  In addition, the microprocessor control software needed changes 
before the locomotives could enter service – given the nature of the work the Class 60 was 
intended to carry out, this was an important factor. 

According to many 
observers, this was in 
stark contrast to the 
new Class 59 
locomotives from 
General Motors for 
the Foster Yeoman 
aggregate trains, 
which performed so 
well, and “straight out 
of the box”. 

The class 60s were 
initially and primarily 
put to work on stone 
traffic, and replaced 
Class 56s and Class 
58s on these services.  
The claims made 
about their power 
and hauling capability 
were soon proved 
correct, as they 
eliminated double-
heading and allowed 
longer and heavier 
trains to be worked. 

60024 captured at Eastleigh sporting Trainload Freight – Petroleum 
sub-sector logos, along with the raised aluminium double arrow symbol 

on the cab side.    The loco is also still sporting the “Elizabeth Fry” 
name plates and two-tone grey livery, which seemed to suit the class 

well. 

Photo: Jim CC BY 2.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=31958795 
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Between 1989, or more accurately perhaps, between October 1990 and February 1993 all 100 of 
these last all British locomotives entered services with British Rail, and carried insignia to indicate 
the type of traffic they were working.   

The first Class 60 to run in revenue earning service was 60019 working off Thornaby TMD in the 
North East. 

Following their entry into the Trainload Freight sector, there were initially those operating ‘teething 
troubles’, especially around reliability, although these were soon overcome.  The improved reliability 
saw the class take over the principal freight workings from older classes, including Classes 
20/26/27/31/33 and 73, which enabled many of these to be withdrawn.  The extra power, enabled 
increased train loadings, and the new locomotives provided the train crews with much better 
working environment that many of the older designs. 

In 1988, the Trainload Freight sector had divided up its operations by commodity carried, and the 
totems reflected that: 

 

Coal 

 

Metals 

 

Construction 

 

Petroleum 

 

The penultimate member of Class 60, No. 60099 in Tata Steel livery at 
Westerleigh oil depot between duties, caught by the camera in March 2011. 

Photo:  Hugh Llewelyn - 60 099Uploaded by Oxyman, CC BY-SA 2.0, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=24389282 
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Following the 1993 Railways Act, Trainload Freight Sector – a profitable operation – was re-
organised again, into three “shadow private rail” companies, prior to their sale.  The new “shadow 
businesses” were organised into three companies of comparable size based on geographical regions.   

These were then named: Load-Haul, Mainline Freight and TransRail, and the Class 60s were divided 
between the three new sub-sectors as below: 

 

31 

 

52 

 

 

17 

The original plans were to make them available as individual units, but during the bidding process, 
potential buyers appeared to prefer to bid for all three “shadow companies”, and as we know now, 
that is what happened.  The new owners were North and South Railways Limited, which itself was 
owned by a consortium of USA based businesses, including a railroad – Wisconsin Central – the lead 
partner.  The sale took place on 24th February 1996, and of course included all of the then new 
Class 60 fleet. 

On 10 July 1996 the holding company - North and South Railways Limited – changed its name to 
English, Welsh & Scottish Railway Holdings Limited, and in October 1996, Loadhaul and Mainline 
Freight were merged with Transrail Freight, and employees transferred to Transrail Freight, which 
was then renamed to English, Welsh & Scottish Railway Limited. 

The new owners of course started to ‘rebadge’ the locos, in some cases by applying the EWS logo 
over the old livery, and existing freight sector branding, and further ad-hoc privatisations took place, 
and changes of ownership, with Wisconsin Central’s involvement disappearing.  In 2007, Deutsche 
Bahn purchased EWS, and initially all of its stock was to retain the EWS branding. But in 2009, with 
other Deutsche Bahn changes, EWS was rebranded DB Schenker, followed 7 years later with 
another rebrand, to the present style of DB Cargo. 

Unsurprisingly, the Class 60 remained a key part of what was BR’s old Trainload Freight operation, 
but the nature and extent of loadings and routes was changing.  The reductions in coal traffic, as part 
of UK government policies to close coal-fired power stations had a direct impact on this class.  

In 2009, many of the class had been taken out of service as surplus to requirements, with only 15 
operational at any one time.  Of the fleet that DB inherited, by 2018, no fewer than 39 were stored 
at Toton Depot, and another 32 in Toton Yard, and 10 had been sold to Colas Rail, 4 to Devon & 
Cornwall Rail (DCR) and 5 to private sales/metal recyclers in 2019.  

Six years earlier, DB Schenker announced in January 2013, that 20 of the class were to be 
upgraded/refurbished to create a new fleet of "Super 60's", and at the latest count 21 are known to 
have been refurbished/upgraded, with a further 4 locomotives planned.  This upgrade was set to cost 
£3 million when it was first announced in 2011, and 20 locos were included in the first batch, at a 
cost of around £150,000 each.  The intention was to further improve the type’s reliability and 
extend their life by a further 15 years, to around 2026. 
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When ordered at the end of the 1980s, it was expected that they would have a 40-year working life, 
coming to an end around 2030, and their core workings of bulk train loads was increasing in the mid 
2000s, so the life extension upgrades to create the “Super 60” fleet was a sound decision. 

At the beginning of 2020, there were still 100 members of the class available, but distributed 
amongst various owners, including: 

 Owner Number Numbers 

DB Cargo 81 
60 001, 003-005, 007-015, 017-020, 022-025, 030-045, 048-049, 051-054, 
057-059, 60 001, 003-005, 007-015, 017-020, 022-025, 030-045, 048-049, 
051-054, 057-059, 061-075, 077-080, 082-084, 088-094, 100, 500* 

DCRail 4 60 028, 029, 046, 055. 

GB 
Railfreight 10 60 002, 021, 026, 047, 056, 076, 085, 087, 095, 096 

 

The first, and so far only member of the Class 60 to be scrapped is 60006.  Work began in January 
2020 on dismantling this locomotive, which was stored at Toton Depot.  Of the 81 locos owned by 
DB Cargo, in 2019, 27 were stored, and 14 of the remainder were in regular use – principally the 
upgraded “Super 60”, whilst another 19 had been sold. 

Another 19 were announced for sale to Doncaster based Wabtec Rail back in 2013, but this has not 
materialised, and despite the fact that Wabtec also now own the Brush Traction brand, which is still 
based in Leicestershire, although this was never completed. 

Two of the class have been ‘rescued’ for preservation – 60050 and 60086 – the latter, named 
“Schiehallion” was delivered to the Wensleydale Railway in February 2020 for restoration.  The fate 
of 60050 “Roseberry Topping” is still in the balance, but it is hoped that this too can be preserved –
supported by The Class 60 Preservation Group, and it too is currently residing at the Wensleydale 
Railway. 

  

A train of empty oil tanks heads through Nottingham in 2016 behind the last of the class 
No. 60100, in DB Schenker / DB Cargo colours. They are on the way from Kingsbury in 

the West Midlands to an oil refinery on Humberside. 
Photo: Geof Sheppard - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0, 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=53982372 
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Notes 

60001 29/08/1991 60001    Steadfast  The Railway 
Observer    

60002 08/12/1992   60002  Capability Brown  High Peak  GB Railfreight 

60003 30/01/1992 
 

60003 
  

Christopher 
Wren  

FREIGHT 
TRANSPORT 
ASSOCIATI
ON  

Noted as for sale to 
Wabtec Rail in August 
2017 

60004 08/06/1991     Lochnagar    
Noted as for sale to 
Wabtec Rail in August 
2017 

60005 25/04/1991  60005   Skiddaw  BP Gas 
Avonmouth  

Noted as for sale to 
Wabtec Rail in August 
2017 

60006 23/04/1991    60006 Great Gable  Scunthorpe 
Ironmaster  

1st to be scrapped in 
January 2020 - Noted as 
for sale to Wabtec Rail in 
August 2017 

60007 05/02/1992 60007    Robert Adam  The Spirit of 
Tom Kendall    

60008 08/12/1992 
    

Moel Fammau  Sir William 
McAlpine  

Noted as for sale to 
Wabtec Rail in August 
2017 

60009 11/02/1993     Carnedd Dafydd      

60010 21/01/1991 60010    
Pumlumom/Plynli
mon      

60011 11/10/1991 
    

Cader Idris      

60012 22/11/1991     Glyder Fawr      

60013 29/01/1993     Robert Boyle    
Noted as for sale to btec 
Rail in August 2017 

60014 06/01/1993 
    

Alexander Fleming    
Noted as for sale to 
Wabtec Rail in August 
2017 

60015 24/03/1993 60015    Bow Fell      

60016 09/02/1993   60016  Langdale Pikes  Rail Magazine  Renumbered 60500  

60017 30/10/1990 60017    Arenig Fawr  

Shotton 
Works 
Centenary 
Year 1996  

  

60018 30/10/1990     Moel Siabod    
Noted as for sale to 
Wabtec Rail in August 
2017 

60019 03/12/1990 60019    Wild Boar Fell      

60020 31/01/1991 60020    Great Whernside  Pride of 
Colnbrook    

60021 14/12/1991   60021  Pen-y-Ghent  
Star of the 
East  GB Railfreight 
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60022 21/01/1991     Ingleborough    
Noted as for sale to 
Wabtec Rail in August 
2017 

60023 08/11/1990  60023   The Cheviot    
Noted as for sale to 
Wabtec Rail in August 
2017 

60024 17/12/1990 60024    Elizabeth Fry  Clitheroe 
Castle    

60025 12/12/1990  60025   Joseph Lister  Caledonian 
Paper  

Noted as for sale to 
Wabtec Rail in August 
2017 

60026 12/12/1990   60026  William Caxton    GB Railfreight 

60027 07/02/1991  60027   Joseph Banks    
Noted as for sale to 
Wabtec Rail in August 
2017 

60028 09/11/1990 60028  60028  John Flamsteed    DC Rail 

60029 26/11/1990 60029  60029  Ben Nevis  Clitheroe 
Castle  DC Rail 

60030 21/11/1990  60030   Cir Mhor    
Noted as for sale to 
Wabtec Rail in August 
2017 

60031 02/05/1991  60031   Ben Lui 
 ABP 
Connect  

Noted as for sale to 
Wabtec Rail in August 
2017 

60032 03/12/1990  60032   William Booth    
Noted as for sale to 
Wabtec Rail in August 
2017 

60033 22/02/1991     
Anthony Ashley 
Cooper  

Tees Steel 
Express    

60034 12/12/1990     Carnedd Llewelyn      

60035 23/04/1991     
Florence 
Nightingale      

60036 25/06/1991     Sgurr na Ciche  GEFCO    

60037 04/04/1991  60037   
Aberthaw/Aberdd
awan    

Noted as for sale to 
Wabtec Rail in August 
2017 

60038 04/03/1991 
    

Bidean nam Bian  AvestaPolarit    

60039 09/05/1991
 � 60039    Glastonbury Tor  Dove Holes    

60040 06/02/1992
 � 60040    Brecon Beacons  

The 
Territorial 
Army 
Centenary  

  

60041 20/06/1991
 �  

60041 
  

High Willhays      

60042 29/05/1991
 �  60042   Dunkery Beacon  The Hundred 

of Hoo  

Noted as for sale to 
Wabtec Rail in August 
2017 

60043 26/06/1991
 �  60043   Yes Tor      

60044 03/07/1991
 � 60044    Ailsa Craig   Dowlow   

60045 25/03/1991
 �     Josephine Butler  

The 
Permanent 
Way 
Institution  

  

60046 04/04/1991
 � 60046  60046  

William 
Wilberforce    DC Rail 
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60047 04/04/1991
 �   60047  Robert Owen    GB Railfreight 

60048 03/04/1991
 �  60048   Saddleback   Eastern   

60049 07/05/1991
 �     Scafell      

60050 08/03/1991
 �   60050  

Roseberry 
Topping    

Preserved - Noted as for 
sale to Wabtec Rail in 
August 2017 

60051 10/04/1991
 �  60051   Mary Somerville    

Noted as for sale to 
Wabtec Rail in August 
2017 

60052 09/05/1991
 �     Glofa Twr    

The last deep mine in 
Wales Tower Colliery; 
Noted as for sale to 
Wabtec Rail in August 
2017 

60053 25/04/1991
 �  60053   John Reith Nordic 

Terminal    

60054 03/05/1991
 � 60054    Charles Babbage      

60055 06/06/1991
 � 60055  60055  Thomas Barnardo    DC Rail 

60056 24/05/1991
 �   60056  William Beveridge    GB Railfreight 

60057 01/06/1991
 �     

Adam Smith      

60058 07/05/1991
 �  60058   John Howard      

60059 05/07/1991
 � 60059    Samuel Plimsoll  Swinden 

Dalesman    

60060 28/06/1991
 �   60060  James Watt    Metal recyclers 

60061 06/06/1991
 �     

Alexander 
Graham Bell      

60062 17/06/1991
 � 60062    Samuel Johnson  

Stainless 
Pioneer    

60063 13/06/1991
 � 60063    James Murray      

60064 28/08/1991
 �     Back Tor      

60065 17/09/1991
 �     Kinder Low  Spirit of 

JAGUAR    

60066 22/08/1991
 � 60066    John Logie Baird      

60067 20/09/1991
 �  60067   

James Clerk-
Maxwell      

60068 16/10/1991
 �  60068   Charles Darwin      

60069 02/09/1991
 �  

60069 
  

Humphry Davy  Slioch    

60070 28/10/1991
 �     

John Loudon 
McAdam      

60071 19/09/1991
 �     Dorothy Garrod  Ribblehead 

Viaduct    
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60072 21/10/1991
 �  60072   Cairn Toul      

60073 22/11/1991
 �     Cairn Gorm      

60074 25/11/1991
 � 60074    Braeriach  Teenage 

Spirit    

60075 04/12/1991
 �     

Liathach      

60076 22/11/1991
 �   60076  Suilven Dunbar    GB Railfreight 

60077 22/11/1991
 �     Canisp      

60078 26/11/1991
 �  60078   Stac Pollaidh      

60079 17/01/1992
 � 60079    Foinaven      

60080 23/11/1991
 �     Kinder Scout  

1) Stanley 
Common 
EWS Rail 
Safety 
Competition 
Winners 
2003 
2) Bispham 
Drive Junior 
School, EWS 
Rail Safety 
Competition 
Winners 
2004  

  

60081 03/12/1991
 �   60081  Bleaklow Hill  

Isambard 
Kingdom 
Brunel  

Metal recyclers 

60082 03/12/1991
 �     

Mam Tor      

60083 27/03/1992
 �  60083   Mountsorrel      

60084 11/01/1993
 �     Cross Fell      

60085 13/12/1991
 �   60085  Axe Edge  Mini - Pride 

of Oxford  GB Railfreight 

60086 16/01/1992   60086  Schiehallion    Preserved 

60087 18/12/1991   60087  Slioch  

1) Barry 
Needham 
2) CLIC 
Sargent 
WWW.CLIC
SARGENT.O
RG.UK  

GB Railfreight 

60088 20/01/1992  60088   
Buachaille Etive 
Mor      

60089 08/01/1992  60089   Arcuil  The Railway 
Horse    

60090 03/02/1992 
    

Quinag      

60091 03/02/1992 60091    An Teallach  Barry 
Needham    
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60092 31/01/1992 60092    Reginald Munns      

60093 21/02/1992  60093   Jack Stirk  

Adrian 
Harrington 
1955-2003 
Royal 
Navy/BurgesS
almon  

  

60094 20/02/1991  60094   Tryfan  Rugby Flyer    

60095 13/03/1992   60095  Crib Goch    GB Railfreight 

60096 13/05/1992   60096  Ben Macdui    GB Railfreight 

60097 22/12/1992  60097   Pillar  
Port of 
Grimsby and 
Immingham  

  

60098 22/12/1992 
    

Charles Francis 
Brush  

    

60099 18/01/1992     Ben More Assynt      

60100 09/12/1992 60100    Boar of Badenoch  Pride of 
Acton    

 

Numbers are one thing, but names are quite another, and the inconsistency in any patterns that 
could be seen in the names awarded to these locomotives seems clear.  There is no pattern.   The 
first names seem to have been a mixture of mountains and famous scientists, with the later name 
changes seeing some odd choices, but some truly deserved.  Of the odd choices in later years, “BP 
Gas Avonmouth”, and “ABP Connect “ don’t sound particularly imaginative, or do they?   In the 
original names, it seems peculiar to name a railway locomotive “John Loudon McAdam”, or 
“Mountsorrel” – although I understand the relevance to transport systems as a whole. 

This was Britain’s last truly home produced – designed and built – diesel locomotive design, and 
represents a fitting end to the British Rail freight chapter. 

 

-oOo- 
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Useful Links & References: 
• Railway Industry Association (RIA)  
• DB Cargo UK 
• GB Railfreight   
• DC Rail  
•  “True Brit – Class 60 in Close Up” by Roger Ford (Modern Railways – March 1989) 
• Rail Freight (House of Commons Library Briefing Paper) Number SN151, 12 December 

2016; By Louise Butcher  
• Railways: privatisation, 1987-1996 (House of Commons Library Briefing Note) 

SN/BT/1157 �18 March 2010 �; By Louise Butcher  

• Anson Engine Museum - History of Mirrlees Blackstone  

Class 60 Videos 

• Class 60 Locomotive Compilation  
• Class 60 The Power to Move Mountains  
• Pioneer DB Cargo Class 60 No. 60001  
• DB Schenker Overhauled 60007  

 

 

Class 60 on an oil train heading east approaching the site of the old Castle 
Donington station, view taken from station road bridge. 

Photo: Talthazar - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=80825020 


